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... ABU RURAL LOCAL GOySBMiBMT RffVENUE RESOURCES -
THEIiTSCOPE EFFECTIVENESS USD LIMITATIONS; THE NEED ' " ''' ~ '

■■•- ■■ '- fOR-.HARICTIZATION KITH CENTRAL GOVERNMENT- FISCAL^POLICY ■

I.' INTRODUCTION f

"Taxes," said a famed American jurist, "are the price we. pay for

civilization.". . The policies and practices which various countries have!

adopted to. pay. this price represent a significant part of economic and

political history. :

J- -For the new. nations of the wbrld,. the subject takes"; on ail added"'

urgency.. ■ Hot only are taxes the price that must be paid for"■civilisation;

they are the lirice that must be paid'for existence itself. To nations

operating on: slender margins and with extremely limited: resources, the -

questions' of how' much'and in what"manner taxes can be raised become

questions of survival as a free' aid independent state. Ihability! to •

meet iihe myriad needs: created in this I'sfc' of rising expeotatioiis" may '

lead to a loss of faith and confidence by the people in the newly

independent governments which often promise so much in the way of results.

These needs can only be met — as they have,been met .throughout history —

by sacrifice.on the part of the /people, and central to this sacrifice is

taxation. Yet, insensitivity on the part .of the political leaders as to

what the people-can and -will give-up-to their government in the form of

taxes can also lead to unres.t and-instability. To strike a balance

between the seemingly overwhelming needs -of the new nations for capital —

much of which, must oome from within the nation^ themselves—.and the des

perately poor economic base;,from which these savings must, come is the

essence of economic and political statesmanship.

That taxation is a key to economic development is not always

recognized and, when recognized, is not always appreciated.' Economic

development which leads to an increase in the standard of living-- - -

requires two main^accompii^imentE,: ' l) the-provision o? :basio govern--

mental.service^ 2) a higher ratfr of capital formation in production

facilities, which in. most of the developing nations involves heavy -:
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governmental■:pai^t4..«-rpa.'b5.-oii.::"rIn' the new^a'tions*: striving to make up

for decades, if..not centuries,which" have passe.d..\them by,1 the resources

required to make these accomplishments possible are immense. ■ Even .

. assuming: the most favorable vj^ew of the redistribution of wealth -from ,.

the rich to the. poor nations for the earth -- by grants, loans or new

international'trade agreements ™ the fact remains that the "primary

instrument11 for the-transfer of funds to the government will remain

- : . . . i/.,, -...■■■■■■.■ . •. ■.-.■''■■ '; ■.-• - . ■
internal taxation^ , -Taxation 'does not., of course, guarantee economic

, development. A sound tax policy which raises revenue used to support

inefficient and uneconomic expenditure programs, -may. .be worse than.no

taxes .at all. Even assuming a wise expenditure policy,; a poorly .designed

tax system may thwart the very growth it is designed to; achieve. . For- ./

example, in a country with a high dependence on the subsistence sector,

taxes may be disincentives to work or to enter the monetary economy at v

all. In the design of a system which will avoid these dangers, which- .■

will facilitate and not frustrate the development process, John Due -

points out "two major dilemmas": ' ■

,. ■ In the first place, the type of tax that most successfully

, . recovers for .the government-a portion of the gains of the

-- . ,': rising national income is the type that is most likely to

interfere with incentives. Second, the general tax environ-

;.. . ment of an underdeveloped economy is unsuited to a high degree

of perfection of the tax structure. Various significant

-. . .- features of such an economy include low levels of literacy

.. ■ -:and. record-keeping? inadequqte numbers of trained tax

administrators and auditors", unsatisfactory land title

situations; limited use of bank accounts3 and the import

ance of the subsistence segment of the economy, the output
-■ ;' - -■ ■■■- " ■ 2/ ■■ ' ■■

-' 'of'which is difficult to ascertain and value-^ .

l/ John F.. Due, Taxation .and Economic .Development in. -Tropical ..

Africa1' (Cambridge, Mass. : The M.I.T. Press, 1963), p. 145- ■ .

2/ John P. Due, Ibid. ,r.p.. 147.. . .-. •. ■ .;....■: ■ "■ ■:•■■■;■■< , ■ ■'='
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Without a rigorous and realistic tax policy the economic development k

process can "be greatly impeded.. . ,

Even in-the face of these risks, however, the subject of '

taxation should not be wholly approached from the viewpoint of its "'

relationship to economic development,, as'crucial a question as that "is.

Perhaps equally as important is the fact that the tax system of a

nation helps determine the character of the society. "Nothing is as

certain as death and taxes," is a well-known statement revealing the

truth that for most citizens the single most important contact with

government concerns the visit to the tax collector, the completion of

a tax return, or simply the fact that the pay envelope is not as fat.

as it should be'beoause taxes have been withheld from wages. A man's

view of his government is heavily shaped by the character of that

government's tax policies and the quality of its tax administration.

In a new country9 where the concept of responsible citizenship must be

created virtually overnight, the tax system may be very influential in

the task of "nation-building," An equitable and realistic tax policy

administered objectively and honestly, will do much to instill con

fidence in the government and its leaders, to create a sense of

responsibility on the part of the citiaens for the tasks which confront

the nation. An arbitrary and discriminatory tax policy, administered

haphazardly and inefficiently, can undermine the success of major

governmental programs and retard the development of civic responsibility

without which no.nation can be truly self-governing,

Howhere is this more true than at the local level. As in many

developing countries, it is only through the local governments that

the bulk of the population is directly taxed. In Tanzania, for

example, 98 percent of the citizens have virtually no direct

contact with or knowledge of any Central Government tax. Only in

the districts or towns is the average citizen brought face to face

with the high cost of economic development.
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As a. nation prepares to implement its Development Plan,

the question must be raised whether there is also a "taxation^

Plan." Too often at the local government level, the answer is

"Uo." ■ But. certainly there mus;t:be1 a progressive and .dynamic tax

policy.if the goals of a Development Plan to combat poverty, disease,

land ignorance, are to be accelerated. .

. Assuming the.tax system does appear to support, development,

goals,,there are at least four additional questions..that .policy-^

makers .must ask themselves in considering the value of any given tax.:

1.) Does the tax provide an adequate and stable yield sufficient to

meet the needs of the government? 2) Is the tax equitable in its

distribution among various income classes, between, urban and rural

citizens, and among other.groups? 3) Is the tax .capable of efficient

and economic administration, including the costs, of compliance imposed

upon private individuals and businesses? 4) Can evasion of the tax

be effectively controlled? These questions are not always mutually

consistent. A completely equitable tax may be too costly.to administer.

A tax that .is stable may not be completely equitable, and so on. . never

theless, answers must be provided to these questions if policy-makers are

to be able to make a balanced judgment regarding the tax system.

One formidable barrier to effective policy-making in many

nations is the absence of current, policy-oriented financial reports.

Important information is not available, records are not current and

reports are not presented 'in such a manner as to facilitate analysis.

The past and present reasons for this are understandable, but high

priority must be given to the development of a financial intelligence

system which will permit sound, up-to-the-minute economic judgments

to be made* In the absence of these, the analysis of tax policy and

its impact upon economic development will be severely, .handicapped, A

satisfactory financial reporting system is not a luxury; it is an

essential part of the economic development process.
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II. ■ THE LOCAL RATE AETD PRODUCE: CESS Iff TANZANIA;- A CASE STODY

In evaluating any tax which is directly imposed upon the mass

of the citizenry, attention must be drawn again to the economic cir

cumstances of the average man. John Due's warning that a poorly

designed tax system may restrict instead of increase incentives^to

work, that it may lead persons to withdraw "back into the subsistence

economy, is particularly applicable to the small farmer. For example,

the.cash income of the typical Tanzania farm household ranges only

from£10 to £20 per year, . Despite these low figures,' this segment of

the economyj because of its very siae, must play an influential role

in the development of tax revenue to meet the heeds of economic

development* .: _-. . . ,- ... . ...;■.

. Sole attention cannot be devoted to this lowest segment of the

economy., however, no matter how numerous the population* There is a

steadily growing.body of persons moving out of the subsistence sector,

with increasing monetary income, Some of thii. new wealth must be '

taxed, in the interests of both development and equity. This cannot

be done if the tax system is based only on the ability of the lowest-

income, person- to pay. A policy which is aimed only at"the lowest

common denominator of the tax-paying public cannot possibly meet the

needs of an expanding government. Hew wealth is taxed now through ■

increased purchases of goods subject to customs and excise duties, but

ass;"the economy develops and more of domestic, consumption is produced

locally, the administration of excises.will become more complicated.

In any event, it is questionable whether major reliance should be

placed solely on these sources, if there are other effective and

equitable instruments of tax policy.

, . ... Ihere are two taxes which have been imposed to tap the income

of the rural Tanzanian,, the local rate and the produce bess-r'. These

The remarks to follow are based on a study conducted by

the author in 1964,
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taxes are no/t^consistently designed or applied. In some districts

there is a flat rate and no produce cess, in other districts a flat

rate and a produce'cess, or a graduated irate and no produce cess, or

a graduated rate and a produce cess. 'In some instances the level of

graduated rate is based on the same output' taxed under the produce

cess,., while, in other districts the graduated rate is applied only '

against the earnings from wages. In almost every instance, the '

graduated local rate is imposed in a regressive fashion. Wealthy

persons pay a smaller proportion of their income in tax than do.persons

in poorer circumstances, a practice which must do violence to any con

cept of "African socialism," however defined,,

If this variety of local taxes was based on systematic,

economic analysis in accordance with some stated national guidelines,

one might find justification for the current state of affairs. This

does not appear to be the case. Rather, the level"and pattern of rural

district council taxes remain a monument to the highly'decentralized

pattern of colonial administration, in which district officers were

able to exercise a great deal of autonomy in the design of their local

tax systems. This highly pragmatic and locally oriented tax system was

undoubtedly practical in meeting the limited needs of the districts in

an earlier day. It is not an effective instrument of national economic

policy in today's circumstances.

To correct these deficiencies, it is suggested that the Central

Government should set forth.a local rate and produce cess policy which

district councils would be required to follow unless specifically

exempted by central authorities, . . .

It may be argued that central direction of district council

taxation policy is not consistent with "local democracy," that it will

undermine the strength and vitality of the councils, that it violates

the principle that local representatives should be the ones to . .
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determine .the-,basis for .taxation,in accordance with the wishe.s of. "■

their constituents, . To.; these, arguments the writer can only state

that, on the basis of the experience of local government in Western

countries, where the principle of "loca-1 home :rule",.is historically-.

the strongest,, .he .disagrees.. ■ Central direction of local tax policy

has. a long and honorable tradition in almost every developed nation..

Moreover, local government cannot be strong .unless its tax system is,

soundly based., Nothing Can more certainly weaken local government; -

than an.inadequate revenue structure; nothing can more certainly

undermine citizen confidence than an inequitable tax policy.- If it ■

is accepted.that local government is a- desirable, even essential arm

of the national will, then it is incumbent upon the Central Government

to accept responsibility for the design of a practioal, adequate and

equitable local tax system.

At present, local government expenditure' estimates must be

approved in detail.by the Ministry.of Local-Government, as must the

level of local tax rates imposed. Central Government grants play an

important part in district council revenue. The local authorities

are being given an important part to play in the Development Plan; It

can hardly be regarded as: inconsistent that the Central Government

should also.exercise a more extensive role in the design of local tax

policy,' ..■■■■ ■■■..,■■ '..:..-.. . . . ■ - ■■■ ■

While the specific content of such a policy should be the

subject of careful study by both administrative .technicians and political

leaders, tjae following might well be the principles upon which the policy

should be based* . ....

l) At the earliest possible time, every district council should

impose a graduated ■local tax. The flat rate, levied in over half of ..the

districts of the country, is an anchor upon an expanding tax yield, for

the flat rate must be imposed upon the lowest level of wealth in the
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district. The flat rate is inequitable in that it permits the person

who has benefited from economic development and seen nis wealth

increase to pay a smaller share of his income in tax than his less

fortunate neighbor. The flat rate is inefficient in that it costs

little more to administer a simple graduated tax than it does to

administer a flat rate, (No argument or evidence Was advanced during

the course of the study that district councils with a. graduated rate

were incurring excessive administrative1 costs.) A graduated local ■

tax can be practically — if not perfectly — administered on the :

"basis of the experience of those districts in Tanzania which have

adopted this tax and of Kenya and Uganda in which the graduated local

tax is universal. . .

2) The produce cess should be absorbed by the graduated local

tax or, at the very least, should be consistent and not competitive

with the graduated local tax. The produce cess is basically a crude

form of graduated "tax. Although generally paid by the buyer; of the '

produce, it is in reality borne by the seller in the form of reduced

prices.: -It ,is increasingly being paid through the producer cooperatives

to which a growing number of Tanzania farmers belong. The basic defect

in continuing to rely on the produce cess is that it creates two

different classes of taxpayersy wage-earners and farmers, and tends to

perpetuate inequities in the tax treatment of the two groups. These

inequities will grow as the employed sector of the population increases.

Identical.tax treatment of wage-earners and farmers is virtually

impossible.r Such questions as the treatment of subsistence income to

the farmer, on the one hand, and the absence of production expenses by

the wage-earner, on the other, frustrate■ exact comparisons in the

assessment of taxable wealth. ":at these differences are compounded,

rather than minimized, when the method of taxationi;ia . on two entirely

different bases. Similarly, the produce- cess is a much less effective

device for equitably taxing the income Xrom-two different crops than a
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tax on actual income.. In the. face of changing prices, how does one

equate^ the relative "burden upon the farmer of a tax of 1^ per pound .

of- cotton, with-a tax of Shs,l/~ per head of cattle,' with a- tax of 5{^

per kilogram of cashews? - - -

At the very least, if the produce cess cannot be.absorbed,, it-...

should be coordinated with the graduated local tax.in accordance with—

Central Government policies. Some attempt should be made to equata . ■■-

the graduated tax on wage income with the relative burden on. farm..,

income of.the produce cess. That this cannot be exactly done, does not

mean that it should not be done at all. To the.extent this is done, .;

of course, the rationale for maintaining the produce ;ces;s as a separate,

tax is weakened, Again? the experience of the few Tanzania districts

that assess a graduated tax upon nonwage income, as. well as the record

in Kenya and Uganda, indicate that the step here proposed can be

practically -achieved, . ' ' '-'■■'

3) The graduated local .tax should be progressive in its rate

structure or, at the very least., proportional. One virtue of the

produce cess is. that it is proportional; that is,- the tax takes a

fixed share of income5 regardless of the level of. income. The same

cannot.be said for the graduated local rate .as presently, employed. As,

noted, in most of the districts which.employ, the graduated tax, the rate

structure is regressive, the poor being taxed relatively more heavily ■

than the. rich. . This cannot be supported on. either, economic or moral ■■

grounds. The extent to which the. graduated local rate should be...prog-.;-;

ressive and the maximum level of taxation must be decided in coordination

with policies concerning Central Government income taxes. . In Kenya-.,

example, the graduated personal. tax — a local tax ■—-*■. is midly^prog1—,:-;;

ressive, the rates, ranging,in .1964 £zom 2.$ percent on an income of . ..

£96 per year to five percent on ah income of £60G per year, ( ..-
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4) While the minimum rate of the graduated looal tax should

"be alloVecL to vary "from district to" district^ subject to Central * '.

Government approval, "the: "graduated rate; schedule should1 be the'same ■■• -"■*' ;

from-; district to district;- 'A case. ■: can- no''doubt be made that-economic ' ■

conditions are so varied in. the many districts of'Tanzania that the

minimum rate of the graduated local tax must be adjusted to accord

-with local circumstances.; .In certain districts, virtually every man

can afford a tax of at least Shs.50/-, while in others a tax of Shs.3O/-

may be all, that can be imposed. The same economic argument cannot be

made ..with respect to persons with more than a minimum income. Living

costs 40, vary throughout the country9 it is true, but it is highly

doubtful that this oould be an effective basis for adjusting the rate

of .taxation upon persons of similar income. Central Government taxes

are.'.p&.i: adjusted for this reason, nor are government wage scales at

either central or, local levels, ;

The basic question is whether, in the face of the critical :

needs for revenue, a tax system can be permitted which, for example,

taxes a man with an annual income of £300 Shs.40/- per year in one

district and Shs,l50/- per year in another district. Can economic

development be effectively implemented throughout the country in the

face o£ such differential treatment? The answer in Kenya and Uganda,

has been to move in the direction of a uniform graduated local tax. ■

In Kenya, rates are identical throughout the country, including the

minimum rate of Shs,48/-. In Uganda, the Central Government is moving

quickly to encourage a standard rate structure, with a minimum of

Shs.50/-, In both countries, too, it has been found that problems of

local administration, of public understanding and compliance, of

Central Government review and control of local finance, and of coor

dination of the local and central tax systems have ali been'greatly

eased because of the basicallyuniform structure of the graduated

local tax.
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Assuming' it was desired to retain the present differences in

the minimum rate from district to district, the first step in the

graduated tax might star.t, for. example, at.au income level of Shs.150/-

per month. From that point upwards, the graduated local tax structure

would "be identical throughout the country up to a tax and income ceil

ing specified by the Central Government. If any district wished to

introduce an intermediate step between the minimum and the first step

in the graduated tax, this could easily be done, subject to Central

Government approval. - ■ . : .-.....;■ ■ ... ■ ■ . ...'..■.,

5) As soon as it is administratively feasi>le, the graduated-

local tax should be imposed on an "incremental" basis* Under the

present structure of graduated local rates in Tanzania, "aa well as the

national personal tax, a fixed tax is imposed upon various income

brackets, for example, a tax of Shs.56/- on a person earning from

Shs.1,800/- to Shs.2,400/- per year. For the person earning the lower

amount, the tax is 2.8 percent of income, for the person at the higher

level only 2.1 percent. That is, within each income bracket the tax.....

is regressive*. Under this form.of tax, a person moving into a new

tax bracket may find all his increased income and.more taxed away. -

Both of these shortcomings can be avoided if the tax is levied on an

incremental basis, similar to the structure of the income tax. Under

this system, the tax liability on each bracket of income is a rate or

percentage (so; many shillings per £). The total tax liability is the

sum of a series of liabilities for each bracket of income, and every

increment.of income.is taxable. . .

£) The Central Government should increase its activities of

guidance and'supervision with resect to the administration of the

local rate, particularly: if'a graduated tax structure becomes more

widely used^ If the local tax system is to become more efficient

and more productive-, it will be necessary for the Central Government

primarily,the Ministry of Local Government and The Treasury; to■

provide closer supervision over the activities of"the district
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councils, 'For example,, if. the. graduated local tax is extended,

either on a voluntary or on a uniform basis, Central Government

gUri3.anoe over, the proper; methbds of assessing nonwage income

"be essential. Model assessment tables should be-prepared, such as

have,'met withioride success in Uganda/ 'This will, .also have the,

advantage of: revealing overlaps with the produce cess,-to. the extent

this;tax.:is continued, ■Training-programs for district- council staff

concerned with assessment and collection.will b0 essential.. More

detailed and analytical review of tax yields will be xecess.aryrin ■ ■;

order to compare the effectiveness of district council administration.

All of these will involve an increase in the workload of the Central

Government, including regional officials. Whether an increase in

Central Government staff would be necessary to accomplish these

programs is not known. Even if necessary, however, such a personnel

expansion would be modest, and the dividends would far outweigh the ;

added costs* ' • - • ; ,

Urban "Areas ; .

A local rate in urban areas, unlike that imposed by the

district councils, will be largely levied upon wage-earners. As .

evidenced by the experience of the district councils, the Central

Government', and urban authorities in Kenya and Uganda, the wage-

earning group is perhaps the easiest from which to collect. The

tax collector is, in effect, the employer. In- many cases, a very

few employers '— including the Central Government— employ the vast ...

majority of employees, further simplifying the task of tax collection, •■;

Furthermore, income,can be quickly and accurately assessed upon wage-

earners.. .Ther_e:: would appear to be no reason, therefore, why an" urban

local .rate —..if it pan be imposed at all ■— should hot be graduated,

111'"the towns and -cities -of- East" Afrida outside Vof Tanzania .

now levy a graduated local tax, ■ "There- is ':a 'growing .b^Qdy-^f ;experience^

as to the potentialities aha difficultiesi'of such a.step. For\example^
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Mombasa, along with all other Kenya, .local. authorities,, introduced.

'a graduated personal tax "on January 1, 1964- ; Of-the^ total, population

of 180,000", 55,000 employed persons had. been listed, on. the., tax rolls ■

: by the end': of March, a higher number than anticipated.,. .Another 8,000

self-employed persons had voluntarily appeared for tax registration,.

•■'arid an equal group was estimated, still to be registered, .resulting .

'•£h'a' total'of'70jbOO taxpayers.. The estimated yield from the tax in

I964; tased'on the firstrquarter returns, was in excess, of £350,000,

well over'original -estimates. .The tax was being administered by a

staff of 18 persons in the office of the munioipal treasurer, of whom

six were'tsollectors, three were cashiers, six were ledgerclerks, and

tn'e -remainder were' clerical and temporary help, . ;.;■■;

«.-•:, ■;;::■ ,;;Thevpl-imary--administrative- difficulty encountered in the first

three months of 1964 concerned the relative treatment of the self-

employed in relation to the wage-earner who has no costs of business.

For some self-employed, no problem arose because their inqprae. was

clearly, at or'above the taxable maximum of £600 per year.. For small

merchants, "gross profits" were being used as the basis for income

assessment, that is income before deductions for rent, insurance., etc.

Public acceptance of the tax appeared to have been achieved, largely

due, it was felt, to the extensive publicity campaign in which the

national government as well as the local authorities, engaged. In

sum, there: is nothing in. the'Mombasa, experience: to date which would. .

suggest insuperable administrative difficulties to successful . , .

implementation of a graduated local tax, assuming competent personnel

can be obtained._ ,

The possible revenue yield to a city council would depend,. .

Of, course, on the rate structure." , It would seem clear, that a,,,-.. ■.. ,. ..

graduated local tax should not be introduced unless substantial „.

revenues are likely, "'Otherwise, administrative costs would absorb

too much of the tax.
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In any event, tax policy for /both the rural and urban areas,

should be considered together so that a coordinated, national approach

may be undertaken. ■ Furthermore, a graduated local rate must be care-,

fully integrated with,Central Government income taxes. Neither central

'or local taxes pan be considered apart from their impact upon each

other, for both are essential to the economic well-being of the nation.

For their part, Central Government officials must exercise, care in their

search for,national .taxes lest they unkno^inglv,.cripple local authori

ties. Too often, national tax officials, adopt central tax policies :.

without a clear understanding of their impact upon rural and urban

local authorities.. Too often, as well, Central Governments impose

new burdens and responsibilities upon local authorities without paying

adequate attention to their ability to support the programs involved.

In .either case, the result is the same, ;.a decline in the ability of the

nation.to meet its goals in economic development.-

On the other hand, local councils must respect the ultimate

responsibility of the Central Government for the quality and effective

ness of the total tax system — central and local — and must "be pre

pared to support Central Government policy once it is finally adopted.

Ill ^--POSTSCRIPT ' ■

"There is a job for every one of us to do .... Play your

part," So declared President Mwalimu Julius Nyerere of Tanzania in

presenting The Five-Year Development Plan to the National Assembly and

commending it to the people.

One of the main ways by which citizens support Economic develop

ment is through the payment of taxes, but the tax system must be

equitably and efficiently planned and administered if it is to meet its

objectives.. , If these goals can.be,fulfilled, every citizen will truly

be able to "play his part" in the building of his nation.




